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Then cry! Anyway, it has become such a result. Standing on the chasu River, Liu Wenli with tears on his 

face looked at the surging chasu river. Twenty years ago, ten years ago and five years ago, the past was 

vivid! 

 

"What to do!" His heart is crying! The helplessness of the old man, the high spirit of his youth, and the 

courage of his prime of life, now he has become an old man. His heart is not cold, and he is disabled! 

 

The wife finally found Liu Wenli's abnormality! Although there are only a few hairs left, every time he 

goes out, he will definitely comb his hair neatly. Lao Liu's words are: "what is a teacher, a teacher must 

be a teacher!" 

 

But these days, Lao Liu talks with the feeling of forced laughter, and he usually has little patience with 

his son. He can quietly look at his son for more than an hour! 

 

 

"No! Something! " Lao Liu's wife is a primary school teacher. Although she loves to talk in pieces, she is 

very kind! In the evening, the two were lying in bed. His wife slowly got into Lao Liu's quilt, reached out 

and found Lao Liu full of tears! 

 

 

"What's the matter? Can you tell me?" Without turning on the light, his wife knows that men don't want 

others to see when they are most vulnerable. This person includes anyone, men of all sizes. This is a 

common problem of men! 

 

 

More than ten minutes later, Lao Liu said, "there's something growing on his lungs! It's not good, if! If I 

go first, you can find another one! You are still young, but the child has suffered! " 

 

"Don't worry, it's all right. Go to the municipal hospital again tomorrow. If we are diagnosed, we'll go to 

the capital and Hushang! Go to big hospitals in big cities. You can sell houses. It's okay. Don't be afraid! " 

The wife put Liu Wenli's head in her arms and said softly. The tone is clear and flat, but there is a sound 

of steel! 

 

 

When Nu Wa pinched people in those days, she was particularly good at it. A woman's body is delicate, 

but she has a hard heart, while a man has a strong body but a fragile heart! 

 

 



When faced with such a disaster, men are often either crazy or sink, while women? She is moving 

forward silently, carrying the pain and suffering! Face it bravely. Sometimes, men are really not as good 

as women! 

 

The next day, in the director's office of cardiothoracic surgery of the municipal hospital, Liu Wenli's wife 

asked about Liu Wenli's condition. 

 

"Director, can you make a diagnosis?" 

 

"This diagnosis must rely on biopsy and tumor markers. Biopsy is the most reliable. And looking at his 

imaging examination, it's really hard to say. Look here, although the outline is clear, it has lobes, and the 

density is uneven, so whether it is benign or malignant, it must be operated on, and the sooner the 

operation is, the better! " 

 

"OK, please! I'll discuss it with my family! " After Liu Wenli's wife left the director's office, she began to 

launch all possible relationships. 

 

 

China is a friendly country. It's easy to work with acquaintances! And teachers can be regarded as 

ordinary people with broad contacts. Parents of students! classmate! Relatives start! Who is familiar 

with the leaders of the municipal hospital or the director of thoracic surgery of the municipal hospital! 

Mass texting, many people began to start! 

 

Liu Wenli is now a student in his class. His father is a middle-level cadre of the health bureau and is very 

familiar with the director of cardiothoracic surgery. He helped with the matchmaking and made an 

appointment with the director of cardiothoracic surgery before leaving work in the evening. 

 

 

Liu Wenli's cousin works as a section chief in the Bureau of industry and commerce. Today, he 

entertained Liu Boyan, director of cardiothoracic surgery. 

 

"This disease is not that I didn't make it clear at that time, but I really can't be sure, because according to 

imaging, his disease is not typical. It is said that he is a disgusting tumor, but it has many benign 

features, so it's best to have an operation as soon as possible!" 

 

"Let me say something bad. Don't be angry, director. Really, it's hard for anyone to have this thing. The 

sky is falling down at my cousin's house. " Liu Wenli's cousin, holding a glass, said in a low attitude. 

 

"You said you said you were welcome!" Director Liu quickly sat up straight, holding the wine glass in 

both hands and clinking glasses with each other! To give people face, today's host is the industry and 

Commerce Bureau and the companion is the Health Bureau. Although they are not the main leaders, 

they have to give people face. 

 



"Then I'll be presumptuous. This operation is the best in China. We're going to take my cousin out of 

town. After all, our side is a small place. " 

 

"Well! Let me tell you the truth. You might as well be in the Municipal Hospital of chasu city. You are 

familiar with people here. It's convenient to do anything. If you want to invite experts to pay some 

expert fees, experts everywhere can be invited. If you go to a big city in other places, I dare say it's good 

for you to find experts within half a year! And you don't know who did it. Contact experts here. People 

fly over at the weekend and do the operation. It's also convenient for you to accompany! " What Lao Liu 

said is very pertinent! 

 

This kind of operation can be done in the municipal hospital, and Lao Liu did it, but the other party's 

family members wanted to invite experts, and entrusted people to come to the door to talk, and Lao Liu 

didn't refuse. Patients have needs that can be met. 

 

This operation method is the best way for the family to be a little better. It costs the least and takes the 

shortest time. It can also invite very professional experts. If it's a rich man or something, don't use it. 

There's some kind of channel directly! If your family is poor, then you look forward to the local doctor's 

operation! 

 

Experts who want to invite surgery are nothing more than two local capitals and Hushang! The cost is 

not high or low. 30000 does not include air tickets, board and lodging. 

 

Zhang Fan looked at the X-ray in his hand and felt that there was no need to invite someone. He could 

do this kind of operation! But the patient's family members do not trust the local doctors, so it is not 

necessary. It is not business to catch up. 

 

Lao Liu contacted the director of the Department when he was studying, a director of the golden mean. 

He didn't do much in the capital, because the following doctors were mature. Work in the golden mean 

five days a week, including three days of consultation in major hospitals, one day of outpatient service 

and one day of operation room to guide the operation. 

 

At the weekend, the flying man in the air, flying all over China, was opened. Hospitals in provincial 

capitals, cancer hospitals. Finish the operation and fly back to the capital on Monday. The flight mileage 

of such people has become a VIP of major airlines~ 

 

The school also attached great importance to Liu Wenli's condition. The Party committee and trade 

union of the school came to see him. Students and their parents also came. The ward was filled with all 

kinds of flower baskets! I don't know. I thought it was the flower shop of the hospital. 

 

Weekend, the expert is here! Liu Wenli's cousin took the expert from the airport to the municipal 

hospital through a merchant's Mercedes Benz. Zhang Fan came over and had a look, eh! incognizance! 

 

The expert outside the chest dressed simply, carried a computer bag, smiled and patted Lao Liu on the 

shoulder“ Yes, Xiao Liu has become a director now! Good! " Director Liu, who is usually a little arrogant, 



is like a primary school student, respectful! 

 

Experts can't bring him any benefits and benefits. Why are they so respectful? This is the characteristic 

of the technology industry. If you are a senior official, Lao Liu may not be so humble! But the technology 

of this industry is Lao Liu's dream in his life! Yes, it's a dream, not an ideal! 

 

Lao Liu is certain who will go to the operation. He is the director, and the first help must be his. Who will 

go to the second help. Cardiothoracic surgery is a department of Buddha statues. It doesn't compete or 

rob at ordinary times, that is, it grabs patients occasionally. It's also an orthopedic doctor who bullies 

people too much! 

 

But today is different. This expert has reached the peak in thoracic surgery, not to mention China. At 

present, he can be ranked as the top figure in the world. Although he can't learn anything from one 

operation, he is proud to have the last operation with this big industry overlord. 

 

Several chief therapists held their breath, and there was a sour smell in the Department. Lao Liu's 

director for many years is not for nothing. His wrist is very high. The Department can't make a mess 

because of an operation. The small department should look like a small department and be harmonious! 

 

"Grab what, grab! Look at your unpromising appearance, this operation is Zhang Fan's patient! What are 

you fighting for? " In fact, the patient has not been determined to whom. He uses his own platform. 

However, several attending doctors in the Department can't favor anyone. It can only be cheaper, Zhang 

Fan! 

 

Everyone looked at Zhang Fan pitifully. Tang Xiong said, "brother, you're not destined to be outside your 

chest. You can't let me have a big meal to serve tomorrow." 

 

Lao Liu left and threw the trouble to Zhang Fan. Can you have an operation with the boss? Will Zhang 

Fan give it to others? impossible! 

 

In fact, this operation is not difficult. The difficulty is the stripping of space occupying lesions and the 

treatment of lymph nodes around the mediastinum after rapid examination. At the beginning of the 

operation, the space occupying tissue was removed and sent to the pathology department for rapid 

pathological examination. 

 

If such a big man comes to a regional hospital for surgery, the medical technology departments of the 

following hospitals have to keep people to work overtime. What inspections or tests people need must 

be completed quickly. There's no reason. That's the rule! 

 

At the beginning of the operation, wash hands, disinfect and lay sheets. Zhang Fan is preparing the 

preliminary work. The experts are very approachable. People at this level are very polite to Lao Liu and 

Zhang Fan. The real gentleness gives people a feeling of poetry and books. 

 

The experts took money to eliminate disasters for others. They did it very carefully. They took the lead in 



the whole process. They peeled off a little and stopped bleeding a little. They were not in a hurry, "slow 

is fast!" Looking at his technique, Zhang Fan finally realized the meaning of this sentence often said by 

the director of general foreign studies when he was in Qingniao! 

 

"Let's go to the rapid medical examination first." Experts removed the occupation~ 

 

"Teacher, what do you think this is. Malignant space occupying? " When waiting for the examination, 

Lao Liu asked the expert. This kind of operation, the assistant is to hold a mirror, which can't reflect any 

skills. As long as you stand firm and don't shake your hands, the mirror will follow the steps of the main 

knife. 

 

"It's hard to say, not typical. If it's not malignant, it's not much better. Because there are already leaves 

in it. " 

 

"What would the teacher like to eat later? I finally came to the tea vegetable market. Can I have some 

special features here? " After talking about business, let's talk about something else. The experts are 

contacted by Lao Liu and must entertain others. 

 

"OK, the guest is as the Lord likes. I'll eat whatever you say. After the operation, I have to rush back to 

the bird market. There is a patient who needs my consultation. " 

 


